
How is APPLE's sale of US6327629 based derivative Software an act of Fraud

1) APPLE cannot relicense the use restrictions set in the US6370629  Development Only 
Settlement to a third party in the form of A GENERAL RELEASE. See SECTION 8 in the 
PROVIDED RELEASE. The same is true for each of the 46 Derivative patents it has in publication 
today.

They simply cannot allow software they publish under any of their derivatives to be relicensed to 
any party outside the very restrictive terms of the US6370629 Section 8 mandates. Any APPLE 
product offering licensing around those restrictions is counterfeit in form. 

2) Where in APPLE products are those services used today? - in pretty much all SW APPLE 
builds and sells which relies on LOCATION BASED SERVICES in one or more of its modules 
including but not limited to the following examples. 

a) HPFS – There are infringing timestamps in each FAT. Each time a file is touched, edited, 
created, or deleted these timestamp are updated, causing a new infringement. 

b) APPLE iOS and MacOS Patch Management Services  – Signed Patches require 
verification, which uses the timestamp services to verify both the content, and the identity of the 
Issuer *(APPLE or its Publisher 3rd Party SW Providers). Each use of such a signed update module 
will require multiple uses of US6370629 or its derivatives. 

c) Apple iPhone and MacOS Login Module and SSO Services – A party who logs into the 
SYSTEM, either locally or in the form of 

d) iTunes and ApplePay – APPLE Identity Control services and APPLEPAY both rely on 
controlled timestamps which are derived from the US6370629 and 46 Patents apple has published 
which infringe on the US6370629 Settlement . The iTunes image provider and downloader itself is 
based on a CONTENT CERTIFICATION process which relies on the US370629 and derivative 
softwares. 

e) APPLE iTUNEs and Apple Market for iPhone Apps and Mocha –  Apple publishes 
MOCHA based Location Aware Runtime Services as an adjunct service for MacOS, iOS and iPhone
Apps. These provide a set of location aware infrastructure alarms and GEOFencing for Mobile 
Apps in all areas of those Applications today. 

3) APPLE commingles money from the sale of these products outside the terms of the US6370629 
Releases in all instances in with funds obtained from the Sale of those products into the 
Jurisdictions with fraudulently filed and abandoned instances of US6370629



In each instance, that constitutes a Criminal Antitrust and Counterfeiting Fraud for each sale, 
commingling event, and on-line use of those softwares. In this instance a SIMPLE 
UNDOCUMENTED WEALTH ORDER CAN BE USED TO SEIZE THOSE ASSETS FULLY.  


